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Elevation Marketing delivers
comprehensive content plan for
remote support product.
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BACKGROUND

Founded in 1989 by former IBM engineer Ed Iacobucci, Citrix Systems
originally developed remote-access products for Microsoft operating systems.
Three decades later, Citrix enjoys billions of dollars in annual revenue
and counts more than 400,000 organizations among its customers.
While Citrix offerings have evolved over time – today spanning application
and desktop visualization, mobile management, file synchronization
and sharing, and networking – two things have remained constant: a
sharp focus on making the world’s apps and data secure and easy to
access, and an enduring desire to find opportunity in new technology.
Anytime, anywhere collaboration is a key part of this vision, and until
recently, a business collaboration suite that included the remote support
product GoToAssist represented a small but important piece of Citrix’s
business. (Boston-based LogMeIn has since acquired the suite of products
that also includes GoToMeeting, GoToTraining and GoToWebinar.)
While Citrix had historically marketed its remote support tools with
paid media, email and search engine optimization with the goal
to drive prospects to free trials of the products, performance data
indicated that in the case of GoToAssist, prospects were downloading
the free trial but not following through with purchasing a license.
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The GoToAssist product team called Elevation Marketing for help.
Impressed with campaign playbooks and collateral Elevation had
developed for the GoToMeeting product over the previous three
years, the GoToAssist team wanted Elevation to help determine
why their own digital content was underperforming.

CHALLENGE

Develop and Execute a Content
Plan to Improve Results
As the Elevation and Citrix teams began to work together, it became clear that they needed to
rethink the existing approach to content. Addressing this would require fundamental research
to understand the GoToAssist audience and why the current content wasn’t resonating
and identify campaign stories audiences would stick with through the sales journey.

AT THE END OF THIS
COMPREHENSIVE DISCOVERY PHASE,
ELEVATION PRESENTED ITS FINDINGS TO CITRIX:

Existing GoToAssist marketing assets lacked cohesion
and were stale from overuse: With no campaign
storylines or underlying themes, each piece of marketing
content was a one-off, effectively eliminating the opportunity
to drive messaging across channels and throughout buyer
journeys. In addition, marketing assets that had originally
gotten good results were no longer performing well.
Technical support agents are among the unhappiest
workers in the United States: Long considered one of
the worst jobs in the industry, remote support agents, the
users of GoToAssist, typically are frustrated, unless they

In an ambitious discovery project, Elevation conducted dozens of internal stakeholder and external
customer interviews and performed an extensive review of existing GoToAssist campaign content
(taking into account storylines, performance metrics, historical use, age of material and more).
Elevation also executed industry and competitive analysis to understand how other companies were
marketing their products and how industry trends could drive unique storylines tuned to GoToAssist’s
target audience. This kind of research often reveals areas in the market that are being missed and
what problems customers are trying to solve. Good product marketing is about addressing
customer problems with storylines that apply to them and arc throughout the buyer’s journey.

are able to resolve issues very quickly. The unhappiness
quotient for both agents and their customers was high.
Each competitor was saying the same thing:
In analyzing the marketing messaging of GoToAssist’s
three primary competitors, Elevation found that they
all used almost identical terms to describe the value of
their products, including Citrix. Elevation used a blind
reveal of three product messaging statements, one from
GoToAssist and two from close competitors, and no one
was able to distinguish between the three products.

All the remote support companies led with product
information, not audience-centric stories: One
of the reasons all the competitors used very similar
messaging was because they all focused on features
and functions, with no high-level story anchored in what
the audience cares about or is struggling with.
No company was talking about the future of the
industry: Elevation found that neither Citrix nor its
competitors were addressing what remote tech support
might look like five or 10 years in the future. There was a
significant opportunity to take a visionary leader’s role
in terms of marketing messages and storytelling.

STRATEGY

Provide Options
for High-level
Campaign
Themes

As the final piece of the discovery phase, Elevation developed a number of story
themes designed to address the messaging gaps revealed by the research. Elevation
showed how Citrix could spin these themes into engaging topics and interactive
content across a variety of formats mapped to tactical channels. The product
team selected two themes to anchor their new content marketing strategy:
•

EASE OF LIFE – While everyone else was talking about “ease of use,” the
GoToAssist story would emphasize “ease of life,” demonstrating how the
product brings the warmth of a human experience to the most difficult
job in IT, so that users and IT workers alike can just relax and enjoy life.

•

CITRIX = FUTURE – With none of its competitors talking about the
future of IT support, there was a significant opportunity for Citrix to
establish itself as a thought leader in the mind of the buyer. To do so, it
would need to articulate a clear vision of what lies ahead for the industry
and how its innovative GoToAssist product will help customers prepare.

With the themes in place, the next step involved preparing the full content plan for
each theme. Elevation started by auditing more than 150 existing GoToAssist assets
to determine if they could be revised or repurposed with the new campaign themes.
If they were reusable, they were added to the plan; if not, they were retired from use.
Once existing assets were mapped to the plan, gaps became easily visible
in the content strategy, indicating where new campaign content was
needed. Elevation then developed asset titles and formats suitable to
fill each gap based on story arc, sales cycle and tactical channel.
Primary, or “core,” story assets were identified that could be easily chunked
out or repurposed into other asset types. A six-page white paper could be
leveraged to create an infographic, a blog post or a webinar topic, for example.
The result was a fully formed content plan, with production priorities,
dependencies and timelines for development and distribution baked in.
Elevation wrote campaign playbooks for each story theme to support
GoToAssist marketing and sales teams in staying aligned as they executed
against the content plan. Citrix also asked Elevation to develop a new visual
look for each campaign theme, further differentiating the new story-driven
approach with design templates. This means each theme is visually different
in a way that reinforces the campaign story across all digital strategies.

BUSINESS WINS

Transform the Marketing
Organization and Elevate
Customer Conversation
As the new campaign assets were developed and brought
online, the Citrix team began to realize the power of
content strategy: understanding its audience and delivering
content that is intended to engage and nurture through
multiple touches and channels. The themes anchor
content topics that tell a consistent story at every phase
of the buyer’s journey, resulting in deeper engagement
with the content and retention through conversion.
For Lorie Loe, Elevation’s vice president of content strategy,
the most rewarding part of the engagement was
seeing the Citrix team evolve into a different kind of
marketing organization as a result of the process.
“We were really able to help this product team think
differently about digital marketing,” she said. “They
had never considered stories to be important. We
showed them that there was, in fact, tremendous
value in understanding their audience and
using that intelligence to tell a story that is
about their audience, not their product.”

ABOUT ELEVATION

Elevation Marketing is a full-service B2B marketing agency,
providing exceptional client experiences that result in more
business wins. We go beyond tactics to inspire experiences
that build brand believers. From a holistic perspective, we
focus on all aspects of operations and strategy to ensure
alignment between marketing and sales.
We have a strong command of inbound marketing, and
know how to effectively manage, deliver and retain buyers.
We offer full-cycle web development services for the
enterprise. We build bridges of communication, streamlining
the dissemination of information to targeted entities.

Whether its partner portals, online stores, web apps or
microsites, our custom digital solutions help you govern
personal data through its entire lifecycle for superior lead
generation and nurturing.
If you have a B2B product or service that solves real-world
problems, then you’ve done your job. We’ll do ours by
connecting you to the B2B decision makers that will
benefit from what you have to offer.
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